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Vehicle pictured: Cayenne GTS Coupé with lightweight sports package, black
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Vehicles pictured: Cayenne GTS Coupé and Cayenne GTS
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More power.
More performance.
More pulse.

It is easy to consider the status quo and say:
the optimum has been achieved and the maximum reached. Yet, if you look at every detail
with as much passion as you do the bigger picture, you discover subtle nuances which offer
thousands of new possibilities.
As with everything you love, there is never enough. It is never finished. And can never be
stopped. A brilliant idea calls for us to think ahead. To never weaken. And to achieve more.
Fascination wants to be experienced. To always adopt a more exciting form. Which was
precisely the inspiration for the new Porsche Cayenne GTS models. We have honed
its design once again. Improved its agility. Increased its sportiness. With even more passion
and precision.
In other words: we have fitted the Cayenne models with even more Porsche. For longer-lasting
goosebumps. More butterflies in your stomach. And greater amazement. Because ‘enough’ is
far too little.
More of what you love.
The new Porsche Cayenne GTS models.
Vehicles pictured: Cayenne GTS and Cayenne GTS Coupé
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More muscles.
More curves.
More looks.

Simply climb in – and go. Pure, thrilling and straightforward – the new Cayenne GTS
creates even more pleasure in driving a sports car.
Its unique proportions are more defined, clearer; and the tingling V8 excitement gets right
under the skin. Enhanced by the striking front apron, sideskirts and the aerodynamic roof spoiler
of the SportDesign package. Close to the tarmac, the combination of optimised sports
suspension and 21-inch RS Spyder Design wheels in satin black confidently defines the wide
track. GTS-specific brake calipers in red add a further highlight to the stylistic ideal line.
Black refines the appearance and is particularly eye-catching, both in the logos as well as
the distinctive sports exhaust system. The new Cayenne GTS thus skilfully fuels not only the
desire to get going, but also to just keep on driving.

Vehicle pictured: Cayenne GTS
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More athleticism.
More expression.
More appeal.

The new Cayenne GTS Coupé presents itself not only as a modern fusion of proven
strength and sports car zeitgeist, but also as an enduring workout for the cheek muscles.
Even before climbing in, the iconic 911 flyline and the distinctive rear section will make
you smile. The adaptive rear spoiler provides more attraction in both senses of the word.
When driving at 55mph or above, it extends out automatically by 135mm, therefore
increasing tyre contact pressure on the rear axle.
The panoramic fixed glass roof is a crystal-clear statement. Harmoniously embedded in
the contour of the Coupé, it also directly complements your broad smile with radiant views.

Vehicle pictured: Cayenne GTS Coupé
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More sprints.
More cornering dynamics.
More heart racing.

Big dreams of endless roads and unlimited freedom – the new Cayenne GTS has the
potential to bring previously unattained dreams to life. The proof: the return to eight
cylinders. With 338kW (460PS) and 620Nm of torque, the 4.0-litre twin-turbo V8
engine exudes a vibrating drive to achieve your goals.
Supported by the even sportier setup of Porsche Active Suspension Management
(PASM), the 20mm-lowered steel spring suspension steers this power down exciting
tracks. Moreover, Porsche Torque Vectoring Plus (PTV Plus) ensures dynamic cornering
manoeuvres and driving stability. Meanwhile, the 4D Chassis Control monitors the ideal
coordination of all chassis systems. Nothing comes close to the way the new Cayenne
GTS makes a driver's heart beat faster.

For fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions, please refer to page 40.

Vehicles pictured: Cayenne GTS Coupé and Cayenne GTS
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More buzzing.
More roar.
More grinning.

As soon as the engine is started, you will feel the tiny hairs on the back of your arms
stand up – and a broad smile appear on your face. This is followed by the powerful V8
symphony from the unique harmony of speed, sound and self-confidence. Perfectly
accentuated by the unmistakable timbre of the sports exhaust system. Ever faster,
more powerful and passionate, the composition culminates in an emotional crescendo.
Then: pause. Breathe. Get ready for the encore – and start again.

Vehicles pictured: Cayenne GTS and Cayenne GTS Coupé
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More fine-tuning.
More head turning.
More sparkling eyes.

The Cayenne GTS models make it incredibly easy to shift into driving pleasure virtually from a
standing start. Open the door, take your seat, close the door. Thanks to the leather interior
package, including the extensive GTS Alcantara® package, you'll be amazed in seconds just by
looking around. The rev counter with the ‘GTS’ logo shows how enthusiasm goes into every
detail. Complemented by the GTS interior package with ‘GTS’ logos on the headrests and
decorative stitching in contrasting colours, Carmine Red or Crayon. The brushed aluminium
interior package in black is also available, exclusively for the GTS models.
You can feel the long-distance comfort and lateral support of the electrically adjustable, adaptive
eight-way Sports seats. And even in the second row of the Cayenne GTS, your passengers sit
in first-class: both on the spacious rear bench seat and on the rear seats of the Coupé with
two individual seats. Enjoy more happiness per kilometre.

Vehicle pictured: Cayenne GTS Coupé

Interior
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Porsche Connect.

Note: The Porsche Connect services come with an inclusive period of 24 months,
excluding the Car Connect (Remote)/Car Remote Services where the included
period is 12 months. Safety and Security/Car Security Services attract an
additional subscription. An integrated SIM card – including data – is also
included in the price, for the use of selected Porsche Connect services. A WiFi
data package can also be purchased in the Porsche Connect Store to use
the WiFi Hotspot and remaining Porsche Connect services, such as Music
Streaming, via the integrated SIM card. Alternatively, you can use your own
SIM card to establish a data connection. Further information about the free
inclusive period of use and any subsequent costs as well as more information
on the individual services is available online at www.porsche.co.uk/connect
(http://www.porsche.co.uk/connect) or from your Porsche Centre.

Vehicle pictured: Cayenne GTS Coupé

Porsche Connect.
More time for the essential things in life: use the services and the Porsche Connect app.
Synchronise destinations and your calendar entries with your Porsche via your smartphone.
Start route guidance even before turning on the engine, and plan your trips with Real-time
Traffic Information. You can listen to music via various music streaming services. With the
remote services, you always have an overview of your Cayenne GTS: location, trip statistics
and car status can be viewed easily in the Connect app.
My Porsche.
The My Porsche portal is the central platform for your Porsche Connect. In addition to
configuring the services and getting an overview of the current car data, you can also plan
routes using My Porsche and send them directly to your sports car.
Discover more at: www.porsche.co.uk/connect

Porsche Connect
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Equipment highlights.
Cayenne GTS and Cayenne GTS Coupé:
◼ 4.0-litre twin-turbo V8 engine
◼ Maximum power output: 338kW (460PS)
◼ Maximum torque: 620Nm
◼ From 0 to 62mph in 4.5 seconds1)
◼ Sports exhaust system in black (high-gloss)

Design:
◼ SportDesign package
◼ Lightweight sports packages (Cayenne GTS Coupé)
including central sports exhaust system
◼ Tinted LED main headlights including
Porsche Dynamic Light System (PDLS)
and tinted LED taillights and light strip
◼ Exterior package black (high-gloss)
◼ GTS-specific calipers in red
◼ Interior with Porsche Advanced Cockpit
and Direct Touch Control

Interior:
◼ GTS Sports seat (eight-way, electric) with GTS logo2)
on the headrests and rear Sports seats for three
or two in the Coupé
◼ Leather interior package with decorative stitching
in Carmine Red or Crayon and leather interior package
with extensive Alcantara® package
◼ Brushed aluminium interior package in black
◼ Rev counter with ‘GTS’ logo and contrasting colours
◼ Adaptive Sports seats, front (18-way, electric)
◼ Door sill guard in brushed aluminium in black
with ‘Cayenne GTS’ logo
◼ Panoramic fixed glass roof including sunblind
(Cayenne GTS Coupé)
◼ Comfort seats, front (14-way, electric)
for Cayenne GTS Coupé with 2+1 rear comfort seats
◼ Ambient lighting
◼ Four-zone automatic climate control
◼ Ioniser for improved interior air quality

Lighting and assistance systems:
◼ LED main headlights with matrix beam including PDLS Plus
◼ Collision and brake assist
◼ Night Vision Assist
◼ Head-up display
◼ ParkAssist (front and rear) including Surround View

Connectivity and Infotainment:
◼ Porsche Communication Management (PCM) including
online navigation with 12.3-inch full-HD touchscreen
display, numerous interfaces and voice control system
with online connection
◼ Connect Plus including Apple CarPlay, LTE communication
module with SIM card reader and integrated SIM card
◼ Numerous Porsche Connect services
◼ Porsche Connect app
◼ BOSE® Surround Sound System
◼ Burmester® 3D High-End Surround Sound System

Driving dynamics:
◼ Porsche 4D Chassis Control
◼ Porsche Traction Management (PTM)
◼ Steel spring suspension with ride height lowered by 20mm
and even sportier Porsche Active Suspension Management
(PASM) setup
◼ Rear-axle steering
◼ Adaptive air suspension with ride height lowered by 10mm
and even sportier Porsche Active Suspension Management
(PASM) setup
◼ Porsche Torque Vectoring Plus (PTV Plus)
◼ Porsche Dynamic Chassis Control (PDCC)
◼ Power steering Plus
◼ Sport Chrono Package

Find more variations with our Car Configurator at
www.porsche.com/build-your-cayenne

1) In conjunction with Sport Chrono Package. Standard in the Cayenne GTS Coupé.
2) Only in conjunction with standard leather/Alcantara® interior package.

For fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions,
please refer to page 40.

Vehicles pictured: Cayenne GTS Coupé and Cayenne GTS
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